Choroidal Neovascularization in Eyes With Choroidal Vascular Hyperpermeability
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PURPOSE. We describe the clinical and genetic characteristics of choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in eyes with choroidal vascular hyperpermeability (CVH).

METHODS. This cross-sectional study consisted of 438 consecutive patients who underwent fluorescein and indocyanine green angiography for macular disease. We used the genotypes of 1576 age-related macular degeneration (AMD) cases and 3248 general population controls as reference groups for genetic association analyses.

RESULTS. Of 871 eyes (438 patients) examined, CVH was found in 227 eyes (26.1%). Of these 227 eyes, 52 (22.6%) had CNV in the macular area. The proportion of patients with drusen and the choroidal thickness were not different between eyes with and without CNV, after adjusting for age (P = 0.21 and 0.95). Of the 52 eyes with CNV, 51 had type 1 CNV and only one eye had pure type 2 CNV. Of the 51 eyes with type 1 CNV, polypoidal lesions were observed in 17 eyes (33.3%). Genotype distributions of ARMS2 (A69S) and CFH (I62V) in patients with CVH and type 1 CNV significantly differed from those of AMD cases (P = 0.0014 and 0.0098, respectively), but not from general population controls (P = 0.33 and 0.82, statistical power of 88.5% and 72.9%, respectively).

CONCLUSIONS. In patients with CVH, type 1 CNV may occur frequently and sometimes accompanies type 2 CNV or polypoidal lesions. In terms of ARMS2 and CFH, genetic background of patients with CVH and type 1 CNV was different from those with AMD, but rather similar to the general Japanese population.
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Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) is characterized by a serous retinal detachment in the macular area, as confirmed by leakage on fluorescein angiogram (FA). In most eyes with CSC, indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) shows choroidal vascular abnormalities, including choroidal filling delays, dilated vasculature, punctate hyperfluorescent spots, and/or choroidal vascular hyperpermeability (CVH).1-6 It has been reported that CVH occurs in 90% to 100% of eyes with CSC,7-11 persisting even after serous retinal detachment resolution.6,11 Interestingly, disease recurrence with new leakage often is seen in the area of CVH.6,11 In addition, it generally is believed that CVH underlies pathophysiologic abnormalities associated with CSC.

It was noted recently that CVH sometimes is observed in eyes with neovascular age-related macular degeneration (AMD)12 and polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV).12-14 Several studies also have associated CVH with phenotypic variability and AMD treatment efficacy. Jirarattnasopa et al.12 reported that eyes with AMD or PCV that also had CVH had a thicker choroid. Koizumi et al.14 reported that anti-VEGF treatments were less effective in eyes with PCV accompanied by CVH. However, Maruko et al.15 found that photodynamic therapy was more effective in eyes with PCV and CVH. These features are consistent with typical CSC characteristics.5,8,10,16

It is thought classically that CSC is not accompanied by choroidal neovascularization (CNV) and that patients have a good visual prognosis. In a retrospective study by Mudvari et al.11 none of the 340 consecutive CSC patients developed CNV during an approximately 4-year follow-up period (mean of 49 months). However, Spade et al.1 reported that older patients with CSC had a lower visual acuity (VA), and were more likely to have diffuse retinal pigment epitheliopathy and secondary CNV than their younger counterparts. Subsequent reports have suggested that classic CNV (mainly type 2) and polypoidal lesions are possible complications of CSC and may contribute to visual loss in these eyes.5,18-21 Fung et al.22 recently described 9 eyes with longstanding CSC that went on to develop type 1 CNV. They concluded that a portion of these eyes were given a diagnosis of neovascular AMD, but should have been given a diagnosis of CNV secondary to CSC (i.e., CNV masquerading as AMD).

It still is controversial whether CNV that shares features with CSC originally is AMD or CSC. However, based on the above reports, we hypothesized that most of “AMD with CVH” might truly be “CNV secondary to CSC” masquerading as AMD. Here, to recruit “AMD with CVH” and “CNV secondary to CSC” as one cluster of CNV, we studied consecutive eyes with “CNV with CVH.” Although most of these CNV are diagnosed currently as AMD, we demonstrated this cluster of CNV has different characteristics from AMD.
METHODS

The current study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine and all study conduct adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient who was genotyped. According to our IRB guidelines, it was not mandatory to obtain informed consent from patients before retrospectively reviewing their medical records.

Subjects

We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 438 consecutive patients who visited the macular service at Kyoto University Hospital (Kyoto, Japan) between June 2011 and December 2012, and who underwent FA and ICGA to confirm or rule out macular diseases (e.g., AMD, CSC, other CNV, or other diseases requiring angiography for diagnosis). Comprehensive ophthalmic examinations were conducted on all patients, which included best-corrected VA, dilated indirect and contact lens slit-lamp biomicroscopy, automatic objective refraction, color fundus photography, FA, and ICGA using a confocal laser scanning ophthalmoscope (HRA2; Heidelberg Engineering, Dossenheim, Germany). Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT; Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering) also was performed on all patients. All images were obtained using an eye-tracking system, and 100 scans were averaged automatically to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Inverted images were obtained routinely in all patients using an enhanced-depth imaging (EDI) technique introduced by Spaide et al.23

CVH and Other Findings

The CVH was evaluated in the late phase of ICGA, approximately 10 to 15 minutes after dye injection. With reference to a report by Guyer et al.,1 CVH was defined as multifocal areas of hyperfluorescence with blurred margins within the choroid, followed by minimal extension of focal hyperfluorescent area (Fig. 1). This status was evaluated by two retina specialists (MM, AT) who were masked to all other medical information. Both evaluators diagnosed CVH as a binary trait (i.e., present or not), and only the eyes that both evaluators diagnosed with CVH were considered CVH-positive in further analyses. After recruitment, complications, such as type 1 CNV, type 2 CNV, and polypoidal lesion, were determined based on the results of fundus examination, FA, ICGA, and OCT by two retina specialists (MM and AT).

For patients who were judged to have CVH in at least one eye, we evaluated EDI-OCT images in both eyes. Central subfoveal choroidal thickness, defined as the vertical distance between Bruch’s membrane and the chorioscleral interface, was measured manually by a retinal specialist blinded to study parameters using the built-in caliber. We used data from horizontal line scans. If it was difficult to identify the outer choroid in its entirety, we chose 10 points at which the chorioscleral interface could be identified easily and created a segmentation line, based on which subfoveal choroidal thickness was measured.

Genotyping

Genomic DNAs were prepared from peripheral blood using a DNA extraction kit (QuickGene-610L; Fujifilm, Minato, Tokyo, Japan). We selected two major AMD-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), complement factor II (CFH) 162V (rs800292),24–26 and age-related maculopathy susceptibility 2 (ARMS2) A69S (rs10490924).26–28 Samples from patients with CVH and CNV in at least one eye were genotyped using a commercially available assay (Taqman SNP assay with the ABI PRISM 7700 system; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

For the reference group, we used two cohorts. One was the Kyoto AMD cohort, which consisted of 1576 unrelated AMD patients recruited from the Departments of Ophthalmology at Kyoto University Hospital, Fukushima Medical University and all study conduct adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient who was genotyped. According to our IRB guidelines, it was not mandatory to obtain informed consent from patients before retrospectively reviewing their medical records.

Subjects

We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 438 consecutive patients who visited the macular service at Kyoto University Hospital (Kyoto, Japan) between June 2011 and December 2012, and who underwent FA and ICGA to confirm or rule out macular diseases (e.g., AMD, CSC, other CNV, or other diseases requiring angiography for diagnosis). Comprehensive ophthalmic examinations were conducted on all patients, which included best-corrected VA, dilated indirect and contact lens slit-lamp biomicroscopy, automatic objective refraction, color fundus photography, FA, and ICGA using a confocal laser scanning ophthalmoscope (HRA2; Heidelberg Engineering, Dossenheim, Germany). Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT; Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering) also was performed on all patients. All images were obtained using an eye-tracking system, and 100 scans were averaged automatically to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Inverted images were obtained routinely in all patients using an enhanced-depth imaging (EDI) technique introduced by Spaide et al.23

CVH and Other Findings

The CVH was evaluated in the late phase of ICGA, approximately 10 to 15 minutes after dye injection. With reference to a report by Guyer et al.,1 CVH was defined as multifocal areas of hyperfluorescence with blurred margins within the choroid, followed by minimal extension of focal hyperfluorescent area (Fig. 1). This status was evaluated by two retina specialists (MM, AT) who were masked to all other medical information. Both evaluators diagnosed CVH as a binary trait (i.e., present or not), and only the eyes that both evaluators diagnosed with CVH were considered CVH-positive in further analyses. After recruitment, complications, such as type 1 CNV, type 2 CNV, and polypoidal lesion, were determined based on the results of fundus examination, FA, ICGA, and OCT by two retina specialists (MM and AT).

For patients who were judged to have CVH in at least one eye, we evaluated EDI-OCT images in both eyes. Central subfoveal choroidal thickness, defined as the vertical distance between Bruch’s membrane and the chorioscleral interface, was measured manually by a retinal specialist blinded to study parameters using the built-in caliber. We used data from horizontal line scans. If it was difficult to identify the outer choroid in its entirety, we chose 10 points at which the chorioscleral interface could be identified easily and created a segmentation line, based on which subfoveal choroidal thickness was measured.

Genotyping

Genomic DNAs were prepared from peripheral blood using a DNA extraction kit (QuickGene-610L; Fujifilm, Minato, Tokyo, Japan). We selected two major AMD-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), complement factor II (CFH) 162V (rs800292),24–26 and age-related maculopathy susceptibility 2 (ARMS2) A69S (rs10490924).26–28 Samples from patients with CVH and CNV in at least one eye were genotyped using a commercially available assay (Taqman SNP assay with the ABI PRISM 7700 system; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

For the reference group, we used two cohorts. One was the Kyoto AMD cohort, which consisted of 1576 unrelated AMD patients recruited from the Departments of Ophthalmology at Kyoto University Hospital, Fukushima Medical University

Table 1. Patient and Ocular Characteristics of Subjects With CVH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No CNV</th>
<th>Any CNV</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>P Value Adjusted for Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>59.6±13.0</td>
<td>68.0±11.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, male:female</td>
<td>140:35</td>
<td>44:8</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serous PED (%)</td>
<td>49 (28.0)</td>
<td>7 (13.5)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drusen (%)</td>
<td>43 (24.5)</td>
<td>21 (40.4)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity, logMAR</td>
<td>−0.03±0.21</td>
<td>0.28±0.34</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choroidal thickness, μm</td>
<td>362.9±120.1</td>
<td>323.6±102.2</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All data are presented as mean±SD, where applicable. PED, pigment epithelial detachment, logMAR, logarithm of minimum angle resolution.
Hospital, and Kobe City Medical Center General Hospital. The AMD diagnosis was confirmed by 3 retinal specialists. A fourth specialist (NY) was consulted when the initial three reviewers could not reach a consensus. These patients were genotyped using Illumina OmniExpress or HumanOmni2.5M Arrays (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Another cohort of the general population made up the control group and consisted of 3248 unrelated individuals, recruited from the Nagahama Prospective Genome Cohort for the Comprehensive Human Bioscience (The Nagahama Study).

**Results**

Of the 871 eyes (438 patients) examined, 120 eyes (61 patients) had high myopia (axial length ≥ 26 mm). No eyes with high myopia had signs of CVH on ICGA. In the current study, CVH was seen in 227 eyes (26.1%) from 141 patients (112 men, 29 women), ranging in age from 33 to 89 years (62.0 ± 13.1 years). All patients were Japanese and of Asian ancestry. Further analysis was performed on data from these 227 eyes with CVH.

Of the 227 eyes with CVH, 52 (22.6%) had CNV in the macular area. Table 1 summarizes the demographics of these eyes. The mean age of patients with CNV was significantly higher than that of subjects without CNV. The proportion of eyes with a serous pigment epithelium detachment (PED) or any drusen was higher in eyes with CNV. Measurements of choroidal thickness also seemed to be larger in eyes with CNV, but none of these differences was statistically significant after adjusting for age (PED P = 0.34, drusen P = 0.21, and choroidal thickness P = 0.95, respectively).

Table 2 shows subclassification of the 52 eyes with CVH and CNV. Of all eyes, 51 (22.6%) had type 1 CNV in the macular area. Pure type 2 CNV, without any type 1 CNV, was seen in only one eye (0.4%) and data from this eye were excluded from all further analyses. Of the 51 eyes with type 1 CNV, polypoidal lesions were observed in 17 eyes (33.3%, Fig. 2), and type 2 CNV was observed in 6 eyes (11.8%). The remaining 28 eyes (54.9%) had only type 1 CNV. The mean age of patients with either type 1 CNV or with polypoidal lesions was significantly higher than that of patients with no CNV, and their VA was significantly lower than that of eyes with no CNV. Additionally, more eyes with polypoidal lesions had concomitant drusen and thinner choroids than eyes without these

The statistical analysis revealed significant differences in age and visual acuity between eyes with or without CNV. The statistical power of the genetic association test also was calculated. These statistical analyses were conducted using Software R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). A P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Table 2.** Patient and Ocular Characteristics of Subjects With CVH and CNV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pure Type 1 CNV</th>
<th>Pure Type 2 CNV</th>
<th>P Value* (Adjusted for Age)</th>
<th>P Value* (Adjusted for Age)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>68.4 ± 9.2</td>
<td>63.3 ± 15.5</td>
<td>70.1 ± 9.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, male:female</td>
<td>26:2</td>
<td>3:3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serous PED</td>
<td>4 (14.3%)</td>
<td>1 (16.7%)</td>
<td>2 (11.8%)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drusen</td>
<td>11 (39.3%)</td>
<td>1 (16.7%)</td>
<td>9 (52.9%)</td>
<td>0.016 (0.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity, logMAR</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.26</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 (&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.46</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 (&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choroidal thickness, µm</td>
<td>353.3 ± 110.7</td>
<td>331.7 ± 62.5</td>
<td>268.5 ± 81.1</td>
<td>0.0039 (0.077)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data presented as mean ± SD.

* Compared to eyes without CNV.

**Figure 2.** CVH with pure type 1 CNV. (A) A 70-year-old male with a serous retinal detachment in the left eye (VA = 20/40). (B) An FA showing occult CNV. (C) Late-phase ICGA showing typical CVH (arrows). (D) A horizontal OCT cross-sectional image reveals a subfoveal fibrovascular pigment epithelium detachment (type 1 CNV) with subretinal fluid. Neither a polypoidal lesion nor classic CNV is apparent in the angiogram.
lesions, but these differences were not statistically significant after adjusting for age.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of eyes with each feature in the context of the association between choroidal thickness and age. The solid line indicates the best-fit line (choroidal thickness $l_{\text{m}} = \frac{4.10^{-3}}{\text{age \ [years] + 606}}$) for data on the effect of choroidal thickness on age. Most eyes with only type 1 CNV, types 1 and 2 CNV, and type 1 CNV with polypoidal lesion belonged to patients who were $\geq 60$ years old. Choroidal thickness in these eyes was distributed almost evenly along the regression line. Eyes with serous PED tended to belong to younger patients, while those with drusen tended to below to older patients.

Supplementary Table S1 summarizes patient characteristics of the two cohorts used as reference groups for genetic association testing. Tables 3 and 4 show results of the genetic association tests. Genotype distributions of $\text{ARMS2}$ and $\text{CFH}$ were significantly different in our subjects with CVH and type 1 CNV, and the Kyoto AMD cohort ($\text{ARMS2}$, $P = 1.4 \times 10^{-3}$; $\text{CFH}$, $P = 9.8 \times 10^{-3}$), but not with Nagahama control group ($\text{ARMS2}$, $P = 0.33$; $\text{CFH}$, $P = 0.82$). Power calculations revealed that for associations of the reported effect size (odds ratio [OR] = 2.7 for $\text{ARMS2}$ and 0.42 for $\text{CFH}$), we could have detected an association by 88.5% for $\text{ARMS2}$ and 72.9% for $\text{CFH}$. Furthermore, genotype distribution of individuals with CVH and type 1 CNV was similar to Hapmap Japanese in Tokyo (Hapmap JPT, available in the public domain at http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/index.html.cn).

We also compared the genotype distributions in subjects with CVH and type 1 CNV to those in typical AMD cases or PCV cases from the Kyoto AMD cohort, summarized in Table 5. The subjects with CVH and type 1 CNV showed significantly different genotype distributions from those with typical AMD or PCV, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

To date and to our knowledge, there is no available information on the prevalence of CVH in the cohort study. In the current study, CVH was seen in 26.1%. However, data were collected through a retrospective review of medical records of consecutive patients examined with ICGA, performed because of macular disease suspicions. Because asymptomatic subjects rarely visit the clinic, we may have overestimated the CVH prevalence. On the other hand, ICGA often reveals CVH in the asymptomatic fellow eye of patients with unilateral CSC. Therefore, the prevalence of asymptomatic CVH may have been higher than we assumed.

In the current study, 175 of 227 eyes (77.4%) with CVH had no evidence of CNV, but type 1 CNV in the macular area was confirmed in 51 eyes (22.5%). Pure type 2 CNV (with no type 1 CNV) was seen in only one eye (0.4%). Therefore, we estimated that 22.6% (95% confidence interval [CI], 17.6%-28.9%) of eyes with CVH also had CNV. The true prevalence of type 1 CNV in eyes with CVH would be lower because of the selection bias our inclusion criteria introduced. Nevertheless, type 1 CNV is not a rare complication in eyes with CVH based on the estimates of the current study.
The mean age of patients with type 1 CNV was significantly higher than in patients without CNV. Although the proportion of eyes with a serous PED or drusen, along with choroidal thickness, tended to be higher in eyes with type 1 CNV, these differences were not statistically significant after age adjustments were made. Spaide et al. previously reported that older patients with CSC had a lower VA, and were more likely to have diffuse retinal pigment epitheliopathy, bilateral involvement, and secondary CNV than their younger counterparts. Although most eyes with classic CSC also have CVH in younger patients, they rarely develop CNV. It is possible that some patients with CVH go on to develop CNV at an older age.

Of the 51 eyes with type 1 CNV, polypoidal lesions and type 2 CNV also were present in 33.3% and 11.8% of eyes, respectively. Several previous reports also have indicated that the choroid is thicker in eyes with PCV than in eyes with AMD. On the other hand, Jirarattanasopa et al. reported that choroidal thickness was significantly greater in eyes with PCV and no CVH (225.7 μm) than in eyes with AMD and no CVH (158.9 μm). They also reported that choroidal thickness is not different in eyes with CVH and AMD (278.2 μm), and in eyes with CVH and PCV (283.4 μm). In our patients with CVH, eyes with polypoidal lesions (268.5 μm) had a thinner choroid than those with pure type 1 CNV (353.0 μm). However, choroidal thickness still was greater than in healthy eyes, as reported previously in patients averaging 64.6 years of age (203.6 μm), and in AMD (158.9 μm) or PCV (225.7 μm) eyes with no CVH. Therefore, CVH is associated primarily with an increase in choroidal thickness.

![Choroidal thickness versus patient age. All eyes with CVH were plotted. Each solid line represents the best-fit line of how choroidal thickness is affected by age (choroidal thickness (µm) = –4.10 × age (years) + 606). Each broken line is a line of a 60-year-old. (A) Eyes with pure type 1 CNV are highlighted in closed circles. (B) Eyes with type 1 CNV and polypoidal lesions are highlighted in closed circles. (C) Eyes with type 1 and 2 CNV are highlighted in closed circles. (D) Eyes with serous pigment epithelial detachment are highlighted in closed circles. (E) Eyes with drusen are highlighted in closed circles.](http://tvst.arvojournals.org/)
Recently, Fung et al.\(^{22}\) reported that, compared to patients with type 1 neovascularization secondary to AMD, patients with type 1 CNV associated with CSC are more likely to be younger and male, have thicker choroids, and have polypoidal lesions. Although it is rather difficult to compare our findings to those of this report because of inclusion criteria differences, choroidal thickness in our patients (323.5 μm) was compatible with that measured in eyes with "CNV secondary to CSC" (356.5 μm). In addition, the rate of concomitant polypoidal lesions was comparable between our study (35.3%) and that of Fung et al.\(^{22}\) (36%).

Both ARMS2 and CFH generally are thought as the two most important SNPs associated with the development of AMD and PCV in Caucasian and Japanese populations.\(^{12,24-27}\) In the current study, genetic association analysis showed that the genetic background of patients with type 1 CNV and CVH was different from that of patients with AMD. Statistical testing showed that the probability of such a deviation occurring by chance is 0.14% and 0.98% for the ARMS2 and CFH gene variations, respectively. Their different genetic background from those of typical AMD cases and PCV cases (shown in Table 5) also is important; it raises the possibility that type 1 CNV with CVH is different not only from typical AMD, but also PCV. Furthermore, no significant differences were observed in genotype between patients with type 1 CNV and CVH and PCV. The current result of the CFH association test is supported by a previous report\(^{12}\) that compared the I62V genotype between patients with AMD and CVH, and patients with AMD and no CVH. This report showed that patients with AMD and CVH had a more similar genotype distribution (A allele frequency of 34%) to Japanese controls than did patients with AMD and no CVH (A allele frequency of 24%). Because ARMS2 or CFH genotyping is not the gold standard in diagnosing AMD, we cannot clearly distinguish AMD from CSC by simply examining the ARMS2 or CFH genotypes. However, judging from the two major genes (ARMS2 and CFH), CNV with CVH has a different genetic background than CNV associated with AMD, and has similar genetic background as control subjects.

Yannuzzi et al.\(^{37}\) previously published a report on 15 patients initially suspected of having CSC, but ultimately were diagnosed with PCV. Because none of these cases also had CVH, we believe that these eyes were likely to be PCV from the start. Based on accumulating ICGA and OCT evidence, it generally is believed that CVH is a principal pathophysiologic abnormality underlying CSC. Since Sasahara et al.\(^{13}\) reported an association between CVH and PCV, various investigators have examined the clinical features of these eyes and thought that these eyes had AMD or PCV that was accompanied by CVH.\(^{12,14,15,33,38}\) However, in a recent report by Fung et al.\(^{22}\) CVH was attributed to CNV or polypoidal lesions secondary to CSC. Unfortunately, whether CNV with CVH originally began as AMD or as CSC remains controversial. However, our study results added further insight to this argument, from the genetic point of view.

This study has various limitations. First, this study is a retrospective, hospital-based study. Ideally, we would have enrolled consecutive subjects from a long-term, prospective, population-based cohort. However, because it is ethically questionable to perform ICGA on healthy subjects, accurately estimating CVH prevalence in the general population would have been difficult. Second, eyes were determined to have CVH only if independent diagnoses of 2 retinal specialists agreed. This increased diagnostic specificity for CVH, but decreased the sensitivity, and marginal cases had to be ignored. Additional objective criteria or diagnostic methods are needed to eliminate subjective interpretation of CVH in the further studies. Third, we only examined the two most important SNPs associated with the development of AMD and PCV (ARMS2 and CFH). Genotypes of many other diseases susceptible to SNPs might provide further understanding of the current issues. Fourth is the quality of controls in the genetic association tests. If the prevalence of CVH with type 1 CNV was high in the general population, then the statistical power of the genetic association test is lower than we estimated. Although we can assume that the CVH with type 1 CNV prevalence in the general population is not high based on the low prevalence of CNV\(^{39}\) and CSC,\(^{39,40}\) we must interpret the negative associations with caution. Finally, this is a cross-sectional study, and lacks an investigation of treatment efficacy and long-term visual prognosis. These should be explored in future prospective, long-term studies.

In summary, the current study describes the clinical characteristics of CNV that is seen in eyes with CVH. Type 1 CNV was seen more frequently than it was thought, and they sometimes accompanied type 2 CNV or polypoidal lesions. Additionally, the genetic background of these patients was different from AMD patients, but rather similar to the general Japanese population, suggesting that "CNV with CVH" might be one cluster of CNV distinguished from AMD.
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